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A short proof is given that the theta functional is invariant under the Weil 
representation, and the explicit determination of the eighth root of unity which 
arises is also shown. Namely, the action of the Weil representation on the theta 
functional is described as the limit of integration against a specialization of the 
symplectic theta function as the symplectic variable approaches a cusp. The 
invariance is then a consequence of the automorphic nature of this theta function, 
coupled with the fact that in the limit it acts as the reproducing kernel for a certain 
lattice. Using results of Stark and Styer, this also allows one to determine the root 
of unity involved. (0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
The use of theta series to produce correspondences between modular forms 
on different symmetric spaces has been extensively studied (cf. Kudla [2] 
and the references there). Most authors, following Shintani [3], have derived 
the properties of these theta series from the invariance of the theta functional 
under the Weil representation. In [ 1 ] we have given an alternate approach, 
based upon the much older result that the symplectic theta function (defined 
below) is a Siegel modular form of weight f. The purpose of this note is to 
complete the picture by showing that the symplectic theta function can 
conversely be used to prove the invariance of the theta functional under the 
Weil representation. Thus in essence all information about the Weil 
representation in the archimedean case is actually contained in the theta 
series. 
Our proof is elementary, requiring nothing more than the definition of the 
Weil representation, the symplectic theta transformation formula, and 
Lebesgue’s convergence theorem. The essential point is that, in the limit as 
the symplectic variable approaches a cusp, a certain specialization of the 
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symplectic theta function acts as a “delta function” reproducing kernel for a 
lattice. We show this directly from the formulas. In addition, using results of 
Stark [4] and Styer [6], it allows us to fully determine the eighth root of 
unity which arises. 
Write M(n, R) for the n X n real matrices and I = I, for the identity 
matrix. The symplectic group 
acts on its symmetric space B,, the set of all symmetric 2 in M(n, C) with 
positive definite imaginary part, by MZ = (AZ + B)(CZ + II-‘. The 
symplectic theta function to which we refer is given for X, Y in C” (column 
vectors) and Z in 5, by 
Q(Z, x, Y) = x exp{zi(Z[m - y] + 2 ‘mx - ‘xv)), 
t?lEZ” 
where we write ‘U for the transpose of a vector u, and Z~U] = %ZU. The (well 
known) transformation formula for S(Z, x, y) is the following: for M in a 
certain subgroup r of Sp(n, Z), 
S(MZ, Ax + By. Cx + Dy) =x(M) det(CZ + D)“%(Z, x, y), (1) 
where X(M) is an eighth root of unity which depends upon the choice of 
square root of det(CZ + II), but which is otherwise independent of Z, X, 
and y. 
The Shintani-Weil approach to (1) is essentially the following. Let r be 
the Weil representation (defined below), considered as a projective represen- 
tation of Sp(n, R). Given a rapidly decreasing function A define a theta 
functional S(f) = C,, u1 f(m). An example of such a rapidly decreasing 
function is g,(v) = exp{niZ[v]}, where Z is in 5,. One shows that 
(4 fWWf) = VW Kf> f or any M in r and rapidly decreasing J 
where y(M) is a certain eighth root of unity (independent off), and 
(b) r(M) g, = det(CZ + D)-“*gMz for any M = (s i) in Sp(n, R), 
(and correct choice of square root), and combining these one essentially gets 
(1) (the translation variables require a slight modification), with 
y(M)-’ =x(M) if the choice of square root of (b) is used in (1). 
Our result says that, conversely, (1) implies (a) (and (b)). The advantage 
of this point of view is that it is both simple and more precise. For, taking 
advantage of a recent result of Stark [41, which determines 
x(M) det(CZ + D) “* explicitly (rather than in terms of a Gauss sum), we 
can give in all cases the eighth root of unity in (a) and choice of square root 
in (b). Previously, this ambiguity could not be fully resolved (e.g., [7, p. 126; 
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3, pp. 95-96, c odd]). Our proof also clarifies the relationship between the 
construction of modular forms from symplectic theta series (cf. [5] and the 
references there) and the Weil representation point of view. 
PRELIMINARIES 
In order to give our result in full generality (so that it can be easily 
compared with Shintani’s paper [3]), we introduce the following notation. 
Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space in C”, Q in M(n, C) give a non- 
degenerate quadratic form on V, and K be a lattice in V. Take k, ,..., k, a Z- 
basis of K, and set L = (k, ... k,) E GL(n, C). Identify V with its dual Y* 
by (Y, w) = %Qw, so the symplectic group (cf. [3]) under the right action 
(u, u*)(“, i)= (AU + Q-‘Co*, QBu +Dv*) of M(2n,C) on VX V* is 
given by G={M=(< i)EM(2n,C)(L-‘AL, ‘LQBL, L-‘Q-‘C’LP’, 
‘LD tL-’ E M(n, R); ‘AQB, ‘CQ-‘D symmetric; tAD - ‘BC =I}. Then the 
Weil representation of M in G, C non-singular, on L*(V) is realized by 
(r(M)f)(v) = ldet CQ-’ 11/’ IV, exp{7ri(t(Av + QP’Cv*) 
x (Q&I + DO*) - ‘u~*)jf(Au + Q-‘Cu*)dv*. 
As we have remarked above, r is not a homomorphism as given (though it is 
a projective representation), in essence because of a choice of square root; 
this can be remedied by extending r to the metaplectic group. We shall not 
dwell on this here; for details see Weil [8]. 
We call a matrix F even if FE M(n, Z), F[m] E 22 for all m E Z”. Let 
r = {M E Sp(n, Z) ( ‘CA, tBD even 1 be the theta subgroup. Then the precise 
version of (1) proved by Stark is: 
THEOREM 1. Let M = (“, i) be in r. Then 
S(MZ, Ax + By, Cx + Dy) =x(M) det(CZ + D)1/26(Z, x, y), (1) 
where for C non-singular by det(CZ + 0)“’ we mean 
ldet C]“2(det[-iC-‘(CZ + D)]}“’ 
analytically continued from the principal value at Z = -C- ‘D + iY, and 
x(M) is an eighth root of unity such that: 
(a) for any even symmetric F, x(M) = x( s {I,‘; ), 
(b) XC ,” ,‘)= 1, 
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(c) if det CfO, det D = p’, p an odd prime such that 
pD-’ E M(n, Z), s = the number of positive eigenvalues of D-‘C, and 
(PD-‘C)~ is a non-singular mod p principal f x f submatrix of pD -‘C, 
then 
x(M) = exp{rri(2s - n)/4) EL’ 
where (-) are Legendre symbols, and E, = { : gz: izi i }. 
We shall not discuss the case of singular C here, though similar results 
hold; see [7] for a discussion of the Weil representation and [6] for a result 
similar to Theorem 1 above. We remark that the proof of (1) is based on 
Poisson summation and knowledge of the generators of F, while one gets 
x(M) by a detailed examination of certain Gauss sums which arise. Also, 
Styer has shown [6] that (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 1 do explicitly 
determine x(M) for all A4 in ZY 
MAIN THEOREM AND PROOF 
Let f be a rapidly decreasing function on V, and h E V. Set B(f, h) = 
CkcK f(k + h), and K* = the dual of K with respect to ( , ), i.e., K* = 
(v E V / (v, k) E Z for all k E K). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose M = ($ i) E G, C non-singular, is such that 
M, = 
‘LD ‘L-’ -‘LQBL 
-L-‘Q-‘CCL-’ L-‘AL 
is in lY Then 
B(r(M)f, h) = exp{xi(Ah, Bh)} x(M,))’ 2 exp(27ri(k, Bh)} f(k + Ah). 
kEK 
In particular, if Bh E K*, then 
f?(r(M)f, h) = exp{zi(Ah, Bh)) x(M,)-‘O(J Ah). 
Remarks. 1. Notice that in the case of the introduction (K = Z”, Q = Z,) 
Theorem 2 gives not only (a), but also the correct choice of square root so 
that (b) is true (namely, that of Theorem l), for M in r. 
2. If M is in G, then M, is in Sp(n, R). 
3. The condition that M, E r can be interpreted in an obvious way in 
terms of K and K* = Q-l tL-'Z"; for example, the even requirement from 
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the definition of r becomes (Ak, Bk) E 22 for all k E K, and 
(Q-lCk, Q-l Dk) E 22 for all k E QK*. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First, changing variables to y = Au + Q-‘Cu*, and 
observing that DC’QA - QB = Q ‘C-‘, we see that 
(@f)f)(~) = I det C - ‘Q I “’ j, 
exp{ni(DCp'Q[ y] + Cp'QA[u] - 2('C-'v, y))} f(y) dy. (2) 
Let R be a majorant of Q with respect to V: R E M(n, C), tR = R, 
RQ-‘R = Q, and R [k] > 0 for all k E V - 0. Motivated by the desire to 
interchange sum and integral in B(r(M)f, h), we next introduce a new 
variable s, which ultimately makes all sums converge rapidly. Namely, we 
rewrite (2) as 
(r(M)f)(u) = ]det C-‘Q]“* J y I?+ exp{zi(DC-‘Q[y] + C-‘QA[u] 1’ 
- 2(‘C-‘0, y) t isR[u])} f(y) dy. 
Then, using basic theorems on integration, sums, and limits, one has 
1 det C I”* ] det Q ] - “‘8(r(M) f, h) 
= ~JJ+ jv 6(tLC-1QAL + is ‘LRL, -‘LC-‘@, -L - lh) 
x exp{~VC-'Qbl - W’h, Y))} f(v) dy. 
Now, using Theorem 1 with M, in place of M (observe that 
‘LC-‘QAL + is’LRL E $j,), we get 
]det C] ]det Q]-“‘x(M,) e(r(Wf, h) 
= $I:‘, s-“I2 j 6(-‘LDC-‘QL + is-’ ‘LQ ‘C-‘R-‘CplQL, tLQBh 
I’ 
- tLDC-‘Qy, L-‘(y -Ah)) 
x WWC-‘Q[yl - W’h, Y>)I f(u) dy. 
Take small non-overlapping cubes E, centered at k + Ah, for each k E K. 
Since 6 + 0 rapidly on the complement of U,,, E,, and (k’ - (y - Ah)1 is 
bounded away from zero in y on E, for k’ E K - k, one sees 
]det C] ]detQ]-“‘X(A4,) B(r(M)f, h) = x I,, 
kEX 
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where 
I, = lim se”/’ 1 
s-tot i 
exp(zi((---DC-IQ + is- ‘Q ‘C -‘R -‘C-‘Q)[k + Ah - y] 
Ek 
+ 2 vc(QBh -DC-Q?) 
- ‘(y -Ah)(QBh -DC-‘@) + DC-‘Q[ y] - (‘C-‘h, y))} f(y) dy. 
Now changing variables to y’ = s -l’*(y -Ah - k), one can take the limit 
without difficulty. After some simple calculations, the result follows. 
Of particular interest is the case of M = ( $ 2) in r, with (z i) in 
SL(2, Z), since this gives the theta transformation formulas necessary to lift 
classical modular forms. Even here, our theorem is more explicit than 
previous results (e.g., [3, Proposition 1.6]), for in the case of odd as well as 
even c, x(M) is fully determined without Gauss sums. This follows since, as 
explained in [ 11, one can describe an F to be used in (a) of Theorem 1 so 
that (b) and (c) can be applied. 
Note that our method of proof will work for any M in r which sends 
‘LC-‘QAL. to infinity. For example: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose M= (c i) E M(2n, C), C non-singular, is such 
that 
-L-‘BL 
‘LQAL 
is in r. Then 
@(r(M) f, h) = exp{ zi(Ah, Bh)} x(&l,) ’ 1 det ‘LQL I- I’* 
x ,& f(k + Ah) exp{2ni(k, Bh)}. 
In particular, if Bh E K then 
e(r&f)f, h) = exp{zi(Ah, Bh)} ,y(M2)P’8*(f, Ah), 
where B* (f, h) = JJkeic, f(k + h). 
In addition, note that by differentiating with respect to the appropriate 
translation variable, we can introduce spherical functions corresponding to w 
in C” into Theorem 1, though we must require Z(CZ + D) - ‘CZ[ w] = 0 if 
we differentiate more than once (cf. [ 11). This allows us to apply the same 
technique to compute the action of the Weil representation on the (non- 
invariant) functional given for g a positive integer and appropriate w by: 
e(fi h, g) = C&W, k + h)gf(k + h). Details are left to the reader. 
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We remark in closing that one can also show that (b) of the Introduction 
holds, with det(CZ + D) “* as in Theorem 1, by a computation, for all M in 
Sp(n, R). Consider, as in the Introduction, the case K = Z”, Q = I,. Then for 
C non-singular, one finds that 
/ det C/ 1’2r(M) g,(v) 
= exp{zi(‘C-’ ‘A - tC-l(tD ‘C-l + Z)-‘C-‘)[v]} 
xl. exp{ni(‘D ‘CM’ + Z)(y - (‘D ‘C-’ + Z)P’C-‘~]} dy R” 
= &.fz(u) JRn exp(ni(Z + C’D>[ y]} dy 
and the integral gives det(-iC-‘(CZ + D))P”2 (with the choice of square 
root of Theorem 1). 
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